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DISCUSSION NOTE

Limiting Cases of Modal Modification:
Reply to Kosterec
Bjørn Jespersen*
Kosterec (2019) points out that my current theory of modal modifiers
cannot deal satisfactorily with limiting cases. This note solves the problem.
The form of the solution is to leave the existing theory as is and instead
add a clause handling the limiting case which Kosterec brings up and another clause handling the limiting case at the other end of the spectrum.
My theory of modal modifiers, as set out in (2013), works well, as long
as the argument property being modified is either (i) a purely contingent
property or (ii) a contingent property with an essential core, provided the
resulting modified property (MF) is not applied to an element of the essential core of F. 1 To stick with the original example of mine that Kosterec
takes over, we treat this predication as a datum:
“Individual a is an alleged assassin”
Its analysis in Transparent Intensional Logic is this:
λwλt [[0Alleged 0Assassin]wt 0a]
Types: Alleged/((οι)τω (οι)τω); Assassin/(οι)τω; a/ι; w/*1→v ω; t/*1→v τ.
See (Duží et al. 2010, §1.4.2.1) for the definitions of purely contingent property
and contingent property with an essential core. See (ibid.) for notions and notation.
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I claim that two conclusions are forthcoming. The first conclusion is that
there is some property f which a is alleged to have:
λwλt [0∃λf [[0Alleged f]wt 0a]]
Types: f/*1→v (οι)τω; ∃/(ο(ο(οι)τω)).
This predication is non-trivial, because not all of us are being alleged to
have some property or other. 2 The second conclusion is that maybe a is an
assassin and maybe a is not an assassin:
λwλt [[0Alleged 0Assassin]wt 0a] ⊃
[0∃λw′ [0∃λt′ [0Assassinw′t′ 0a]] ∧ 0∃λw′′ [0∃λt′′ ¬[0Assassinw′′t′′ 0a]]]
where w′ ≠ w′′, t′ ≠ t′′.
A dichotomy is induced over the domain of world/time pairs, such that
in one half of the domain it is true that a is one of the assassins and in the
other half it is false that a is among the assassins. The open question is
which side of the fence a given world/time pair of evaluation comes down
on. The logical behaviour that the modal modifier displays is that it oscillates, as it were, between being subsective and being privative. A subsective
modifier has the effect that the modifier is eliminated and the original argument property is predicated of the individual in question. For instance,
a skilful surgeon is a surgeon. A privative modifier has the effect that the
predication of the privatively modified property is replaced by the boolean
negation of the predication of the argument property. 3 For instance, it is
not the case that a fake banknote is a banknote.
The counterexample Kosterec levels against my theory is this predicate:
‘is an alleged discoverer of the highest prime number’
There is no highest prime number, hence nobody can instantiate the property of discovering the highest prime number, hence the left-hand conjunct

2
See (Jespersen 2016) for the general rule of left subsectivity, which in (Duží et
al. 2010, §4.4) was introduced under the name of pseudo-detachment.
3
− in the case of single privation, that is. In the case of iterated privation, privative modifiers are replaced by the general privative modifier Non. See (Jespersen et
al. 2017).
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(from being an alleged assassin to being an assassin) is false, hence the
conjunction is false, hence the inference is invalid.
When confronted with impossibilities, the strategy pursued by Transparent Intensional Logic is not to usher in impossible worlds as additional
points of evaluation. Instead we introduce constructions of conditions that
could not possibly be satisfied (see Duží et al. 2020). What we need here is,
first of all, a construction of the impossible property of being a discoverer
of the highest prime:
λwλt [λx [0Discoverwt x 0[0℩λy [[0Prime y] ∧
0
∀λz [[0Prime z] ⊃ [0≥ y z]]]]]]

Types: x/*1→v ι; y, z/*1→v τ; Discover/(οι*n)τω; Prime/(οτ); ℩/(τ(οτ));
∀/(ο(οτ)); ≥/(οττ).
The analysis of “a is an alleged discoverer of the highest prime” is:
λwλt [[0Alleged λwλt [λx [0Discoverwt x 0[0℩λx [[0Prime y] ∧
0
∀λz [[0Prime z] ⊃ [0≥ y z]]]]]]]wt 0a]

How do we eliminate Alleged? By invoking the fact that at no world/time
pair is a, or anyone else, someone with the property of discovering the highest prime.
We are going to define the property X, which is an analytic property of
ι-properties, namely the property of being necessarily uninstantiated
(‘empty’). Thus, its functional arguments being Fi∈X, Alleged modifies impossible empirical conditions. 4 First of all, we define ∅ι as the set of empty
ι-sets, whose respective characteristic functions do not return the truthvalue 1 for any argument, i.e., they either return 0 or are undefined:
∅ι =df λe [0∀λx ¬[0True* 0[e x]]]

0

Types: e/*1→ (οι); ∅ι/(ο(οι)); =/(ο(ο(οι))(ο(οι))); True*/(ο*n): the set of
such constructions as v-construct 1 for every valuation v.

4
I should stress that the addition to the theory of modal modifiers I have offered
here still does not extend to purely arithmetical cases as expressed by predicates like
‘is an alleged proof of the continuum hypothesis’. What is already clear, though, is
that, Proof being of type (ο*n), namely, a set of hyperpropositions, Alleged′ as denoted in ‘is an alleged proof’ must be of type ((ο*n) (ο*n)).
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Now define X as follows:
X =′df λf [0∀λw [0∀λt [0∅ι fwt]]]

0

Types: X/(ο(οι)τω); f/*1→v (οι)τω; =′/(ο(ο(οι)τω)(ο(οι)τω)).
A parallel definition of X, to be deployed below, is this one:
X =′df λf [0∀λw [0∀λt [0∀λx ¬[0Truewt λwλt [fwt x]]]]]

0

Type: True/(οοτω)τω: the empirical property of truth-conditions/οτω of being
satisfied (i.e., returning 1) at a given world/time pair of evaluation.
Where F∈X, the elimination of Alleged proceeds as follows:
∀λw [0∀λt [0∀λx [[[0Alleged 0F]wt x] ⊃ ¬[0Truewt λwλt [0Fwt x]]]]]

0

This clause is the solution to the problem presented by the first limiting
case, which Kosterec has brought up. Of course, X has a mirror-image, Y,
which is the analytic property of ι-properties of being necessarily instantiated (‘trivial’):
Y =′df λf [0∀λw [0∀λt [0∀λx [fwt x]]]]

0

The elimination of Alleged now proceeds as follows, for any G∈Y:
∀λw [0∀λt [0∀λx [[0Alleged 0G]wt x ⊃ [0Gwt x]]]]

0

The addition of the first clause to my theory of modal modification departs from the observation that nobody and nothing could possibly instantiate any property F when F∈X and F has been modified by Alleged. Remember that the definition of modal modifiers applicable to contingent empirical properties (i.e., (i), (ii)) embodies a bifurcation, and that the way
the cookie happens to crumble determines whether the alleged property is
true of the individual in question. Modal modifiers applicable to necessarily
uninstantiated properties are importantly different, in that the predication
can go only one way: the alleged property must fail to be true of the individual in question. Therefore, my account of this second category of modal
modifiers aligns them formally with privative modifiers. The difference between the two, though, is that the source of privation is not the modifier
(Alleged versus Fake), but the argument property itself (being a discoverer
of the highest prime, being a married bachelor versus being a banknote). At
the other end of the spectrum, when G∈Y and G has been modified by
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Alleged, everyone and everything must instantiate G, thus aligning this
third category of modal modifiers with (trivial) subsective modifiers. The
difference between the two is that the source of triviality is, likewise, not
the modifier (though Genuine, as in being a genuine diamond, adds or detracts nothing), but the argument property itself (e.g., being as tall as one
is).
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